WELCOME TO AVEVA WORLD
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

PLATINUM SPONSOR

radix

STRATEGIC SPONSOR

Schneider Electric

GOLD SPONSORS

cognizant

INDEFF

IOTA

Revisys

Seeq
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

ARAS
OLI systems, inc.
SKKYNETH

BRONZE SPONSORS

AWS
Capgemini
CERECLUS
DIMENSION SOFTWARE
eschbach
IPCOSS

Limbie
Quartic.ai
ROIMA
TWINTHREAD
Viewport.ai
Workpacks
VISIT OUR EXHIBITORS
WIN A FREE TRIP TO AVEVA World 2024!

• Pick up a passport at the registration desk
• Bring it to the Expo
• Get stamps
• Enter for a chance to win!
YOU SPOKE, WE LISTENED

More technical content
Shuttles to and from hotels
More networking opportunities
DOWNLOAD THE MOBILE APP

- Customize your agenda
- Connect with peers and experts
- Network by booking space with Huddle Zone
DAY 1
KEYNOTES

Caspar Herzberg
Sue Quense
Rob McGreevy
Kim Custeau
Eric O’Neill
Bry Dillon
Don Tayatan
Warit Krittaphol
WHAT WILL BE YOUR MOMENT?
AVEVA AFTER DARK OFFSITE EVENT

GETTING THERE
Complimentary shuttle loop for your safety and convenience

Hilton and Moscone West
First shuttle departs at 6:45 PM

Festival Pavilion at Fort Mason
Last shuttle departs at 10:00 PM